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Chapter 2526 
Lucas put down his phone and didn’t reply. 
He was lying on the bed, looking at the ceiling, in a 
daze. 
He couldn’t protect his dog, and he couldn’t protect 
Siena. 
In the Hogan family, he was just a puppet. He would 
never want to live such a life. 
However, the Hogan family was undoubtedly a good 
springboard. 
Now he just needed to be patient and bide his time. 
…… 
Aryadelle. 
Tate Industries. 
“Boss, have you encountered any troubles? You have 
been frowning all day today. Has our company 
encountered any crisis?” 
Assistant Huot brought a cup of brewed coffee and 
brought it in. 
Layla rubbed the space between her brows, and then 
took the coffee from the assistant. 
“I confessed my love to someone, but I was rejected.” 
Layla took a sip of coffee after saying this. 
How bitter! 



“Ah?! Boss, who are you looking for? Who is so lucky 
to be in your eyes!” Assistant Huot was shocked, “Boss, 
do you know what 
our company employees talk about you? They said that 
you will never get married in your life. Because your 
father and brother 
are too good, it is impossible for you to look at ordinary 
men.” 
Layla: “It is not impossible to… look at a person, not 
just him The ability to make money. Whether two 
people can be together 
depends mainly on whether they are happy together.” 
“Boss, you are so right! But I haven’t seen any man you 
dated before? Who did you confess your love to?” 
Assistant Huot was 
really curious. 
In Assistant Huot eyes, Layla was the perfect female 
image. 
This kind of perfection, aside from her own excellence 
and her perfect family environment, it was hard to 
imagine that she would 
have any troubles. 
In the words on the Internet, Layla was a proper 
goddess. 
The goddess would be rejected by people? 
Was that man blind? 



Layla finished her coffee, then picked up her phone and 
checked the time. 
Layla: “Assistant Huot, don’t sprinkle salt on my 
wound.” 
“Boss, I’m sorry. I didn’t mean it. I really can’t imagine 
what kind of man you would like.” Assistant Huot 
apologized, but did not 
forget to continue digging. 
Because Layla was young and new to the workplace, 
although she was the boss, very friendly and kind to the 
employees. 
This was also the reason why the assistant dared to 
investigate the root cause in front of her. 
“Eric Santos…” After finishing speaking, Layla left the 
office with her bag. 
Assistant Huot froze in place. 
Eric Santos? 
The boss liked Eric Santos?! 
D*mn! The boss’s vision was really not low, but Eric 
Santos had been popular for a long time, and he always 
felt that he was not 
of the same era as them. 
Layla took the elevator to the basement garage on the 
first floor. 
Not long after, she drove out of the company in a car. 
After Eric rejected her, she thought about it carefully, 
but her heart still couldn’t calm down. 



She had never been so frustrated and miserable. 

   
 


